Taxpayer777 wrote:

So Michigan Taxpayers-what do we think of Ms Worthy-I heard a rumor around town that she concealed a woman being tortured in Dearborn by the Dearborn police/do you think she'll deny it/

I wonder who else is attached to the cover up of this rumor do you think they will lie/I wonder I also,because I heard all of the victim's internet activitie's were being monitored by the police agencie's that aided and abbedded the perpetrator's so they can use this tool as a guideline on how to intercept her activitie's in bringing this eventually to the public's attention, part of the rumor is, is that she's using the internet at Public Librarie's and at U of M in Dearborn to try and complete the timeline of torture the intimidation and harrassment of the Police Department's in these district and city's she frequent's, and that she brought what happened to the Govenor's attention 6 time through the Michigan.gov website and her intimidation and harrassment by the Police and City employees at the Library's, she's using the internet to send email's to Ms Moss at the ACLU in Detroit-and Steave Wilson channel 7 from these public Librarie's-I was told their all over her everywhere she goe's and that their even trying to intimidate her thru using employee's of buisness's she frequent's everyther day for essential's so she wont be able to use these buisness for her need's so she'll have to take the bus to a bad area wheir the crime rate is higher so they can stage event's of assualt,stage witnesses who call the police so they have a excuse to intervene the victim is then arrested and her audio tape's that have incident's of provacation of the perpetrator's are altered and erased- so the victims proof is compromised.This rumor I heard detail's the victim has proof and that her email's requestingh help from the ACLU and Steave Wilson have probably been intercepted/I was also told that her email accounts keep mysteriously keep frezzing and locking up at these librarie's,I heard also they have tried to stage event's at these librarie's through the city's she using the internet at them are so they can tell her she's banned and as a result the timeline of torture she's completing thru yahoom email cannot be completed/and so furthur email's to MS Moss and Steave Wilson won't have to be intercepted and so that the victim wont be able to send them-THis is what I heard-And since I was told the victim's carrying proof of the torture I belive it:

"Worthy, who now knows that you must have your entire house in order before cleaning someone else's, has been castigated by defense attorneys because one of her assistant prosecutors is accused of assisting perjury in a drug case.

And a complaint has been filed against Worthy herself, with allegations that she helped cover up her assistant's actions. Worthy said she had to decline comment on the perjury allegations within her office until all investigations into the case are complete.

The media also have reported on Worthy's tax problems, and Worthy has acknowledged she incurred a liability in 2004 as she funded her run for
prosecutor. And in the meantime, attorneys across metro Detroit are making a killing off the scandal."
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Subject: The #3rd Of May/2008/SSCheck-stolen or delayed

From: Leslie williams (trojanhiggs@yahoo.com)

To: Bill frmN@Gmail.com;

Date: Sunday, April 27, 2008 10:11 AM

May 3’rd Socail Security Chk
1 message

Bill Freeman <bill.frmn@gmail.com>
To: bill.frmn@gmail.com

Friday the 25th of April 2008 I Leslie Williamsbeck bus # 6 AATA-to Social Security on Ellsworth just past briarwood Mall-I taped the whole conversation for multiple reasons-I was being eyeballed by the security guard and a white employee-I believe this was in reference to me going to the FBI Office this last week in reference to the torture complaint I filed with them on July 9 & 11th of 2006-I have no doubt what soever the FBI is surveilling me or getting local PD’s to do it for them.

If my social security does’t show up in my PMB Box on the 3rd of May 2008-@ 4007 Carpenter Rd-213 ypsilanti M 48197 at the UPS store It will be because of what they said on the tape I have in my possession this will be done to activate stress for the missing check sake and to put me under stress for the entire month monetarily-It will also be done as a mean’s of intimidation and harassment with provocation of criminal solicitation as a motive.

What’s on the tape will prove their involvement if it does’t come in.

I just noticed my save now button being pushed-the future effort’s of the FBI and Government official’s will be to synthesize their illegals petitions and diagnosis they manuever thru heritage-attach these manuever’s with my awareness of the nature to their torture method’s and boom they believe they have a credible mental diagnosis which will discredit me and protect them as a result-I have proof that cut’s thru ant petion in the past and future/oustide of this proof is the simple fact of reality anyone that spends a day with me that’s not connected to the freemason’s their reciving support from or is being bought can clearly see their is nothing wrong with me along the line’s they will try and portray.A doctor in Tennesse called my bipolar diagnosis totally bullshit-I have had 2 MD’s tell me they believe I don’t have it-my mother privately told me what’s going on-I have them on audio tape’s I have a paper trail and 2 oder set’s of proof they are not aware of.-I also have a attorney and have solicited the CLSU and TV station’s thru email’s in which I believe they have intercepted and altered.-

Sun, Apr 27, 2008 at 12:52 PM

Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
501 West broadway -UNITED POSTAL SERVICE THE 3'rd will the subjects check be their. 
Ie...the stalker had a friend for the postal service in dearborn michigan. 
She( michele wise used this as a vehichle of stress for the victim...this cleaver craziness was done so they could 
manuver without detection so subject could be made to feel she was crazt. 
verbal cue's and showing up at my school they broke intop my apartmentt on appoline street in dearborn 
mi..they know the system and how it worki's manuver behind the scence's and since I cant prove it,,this has 
been their clever craziness. 
They know the system but they dont understand how patient I am. 
Trojan

Get your email and more, right on the new Yahoo.com
Subject: trojan-torture

From: Leslie williams (trojanhiggs@yahoo.com)

To: kworthy@co.wayne.mi.us;

Date: Tuesday, October 31, 2006 1:26 PM

Hello Ms Worthy...
I have sent you at least 3 email's and 3 letter's/Through the United state's Post Office.
I have not been contacted back from you or your office/email wise.
For such a serious incident...I am wondering why no one has contacted me.
last week as I was compiling information on one of these computers at the libary
were I am sending you my email's all of a sudden the green light appeared on my A: drive and the next thing I
know the disk file was no longer accessible.
These computer's I am useing are on a network: IE...the day before when I was sending a email two white male's
"after I sat down were loudly discussing how all of a suuden data can just dissapear: Later one of them
approached a libary staff memeber
and as I was walking by I distinctly heard him sayont worry will get her.
This is a situation that need's the immediate attention of your office and I am not the one to approach.
I am the vicyim.
Leslie W

Want to start your own business? Learn how on Yahoo! Small Business.
Subject: The 13th of May 2008

From: Leslie Williams (trojanhigga@yahoo.com)

To: Kmoss@adunich.org;

Date: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 10:05 AM

Attention please Ms Moss-I don't have time right now to get into specific's this is a formal request from you to keep this as a matter of record it's a piece of a puzzle but factual pretty soon you will have all the piece's because I've almost completed the timeline of torture:

Today @ 312 West huron Street a homeless shelter in Ann Arbor MI starting as of 2:30 PM up until next Monday I anticipate staged event's to unfold at this homelessness shelter or in front of it I also anticipate the possible delay or theft of 5 50 dollar Money order's I left with Mandy who was assigned as my case worker this is a long story but very very relevant to the pattern of behavior's that I anticipate the perpetrator's who tortured may engage in as a desperate measure to begin the end of this situation by controlling it thru the agencies their trying to tie me up in thru this shelter which they I believe would eventually be able to do thru court order's that stem from incident's they may attempt to create in the next 2 week's mostly the next 10 day's-Ms Moss it's been a very productive week for me and you will understand why I'm elaving specific's out that would really help you understand this text this text is being monitored right know so I cannot be specific about why I believe these event's will occur in this letter/within a month you will totally understand evidence I'm carrying on me is also a factor the Ann Arbor /or dearborn Police are after and hope to obtain thru these multi purpose staged event's their even staging their witness'es.

This last week A notarization of mine that details predicted behavior's I anticipated before they happened all came true to the literal tee and I got both incident's on audio tape they show the Ann Arbor police working with library stuff including library security staff cooperating with the perpetrator's in a staged event.

Ms Moss it literally all the notarization which include's possible place's/perpetrator's including cops and method's all 4 of these are on the notarization and literally played out on tape it also illustrate's 2 other point's the Ann Arbor Cop it somewhat tie's him into the homelessness shelter and it directly tie's him to Dearborn I never told him I was from dearborn where I was tortured he mentionen's dearborn in reference to whier I was from but I never mentioned I was from dearborn which all of it everything I anticipated is on these set of tapes I attended an aclu meeting on May 012008 here in Washtenaw and left some information with them for MR Steinberg and was also connected with the ACLU's office in Lansing Please forward this to Mr Steinberg and tell him please with the upmost urgency to KEEP IT!

I got to go MS MOSS I WILL BE IN TOUCH WITHIN A MONTH-
Leslie Williams
As we can see a definite pattern not 1 they are hoping you to deduce as speculation since their activities couldn't be proven yet—but when you engage in something like this and you cuple it with the need to keep it secret than you have limitation's and these limitation in part is what is exposing them—a woman who is minding her own buisness at school-bus stops restraunt's laundry mat's everywhere she go's once a routine is established they interject themselves into her routine (even using people whose she frequent's—i.e laundry mat attendant's—whose leslie will go in use the bathroom they will script behind the bathroom door once they hear the toilet flush they takie off) then when she comes out the attendant goes in she then come's out to yell at leslie for getting water all over the floor which was a total lie—this is done to add another thing that they whoold complain about to eventually tell her she can't come back see they script her when she goe's in the bathroom to associate themselves with the matter then thyhey use the attendant to lie about a reason to tell he she cannot come back and so she has to go to Ypsilanti to do her laundry whier they stage a incident their thru people she doe'snt know they put another person their pretending to be a witness to it—the cops are called and she is arrested the audio tapes are altered and then they would either let her go believing once she finds this out it'll piss her off enough to because she will feel powerless once again and pissed once again—know's here's the thing leslie has proof of this too and the more they solicit help thru fantastic lies the more breadcrumb's they'll leave then when proof is presented we have perjury And I can expedite the perjury before the due process of dicovery.
MichTaxpayer wrote:

Dear Michigan Public Dear detroit Free Press...

In my pervios blog I detailed what has happened to me personnaly by the Dearborn Police/Staff at HFCC and U of M Dearborn/I detailed how intimidation and harrasment by the perpetrator's assisting the Dearborn police, of myself increased in frequency and in method.

I reported what happened to me to Th FBI for two reason's 1 because I was tortured and the second because a active Dearborn Postal Emploee criminally solicited the perpetrator's in this crimminal act/I also wrote the United States Postal Service letting them know who I am and what happened - my life has been not only destroyed from the torture and running from their containment but My whole life now is about survival and trying to complete the timeline of what happened thru Yahoo email so I can present this timeline with the physical papertrail I have a what left of Audio recording of staged incident's the perpetrator's are stanging to give the police a reason to stop in for reason of containing me and destroying the current audio's I have.

I have been writting down on paper their previos patterns of behavior and then I have them notarized so the date is isolated in time-then what I wrote they do a week later literally at the plase I wrote on the notarization and I tape it as it's happening. The Ann Arbor Police/the FBI and the Dearborn Police in hope's of containing me and this crimminal act are trying real hard as I go about my daily routine's to get a hold of me thru staged theater's of event's so they can alter the audio's and deny the incident's ever took place as a result. They attempted another staged event in the past hour at a Public Library I frequent...I can not mention which one because I brought the event to a library security gaurd "mattention to get him on tape which I did" he positioned himself right behind me right in veiw of teh perpetrator's waiting for the incident to unfold-It's a city Library" i.e the security Guard being a city employee"it was a arranged event to get me suked into a altercation by a black woman who started messing with me within 2 minutes of me walking in the library whicj I also have on tape this woman then followed me upstair's thru computer survallance they see when I'm logging out that's when the security gaurd was text messaged to appear that's when she positioned herself and waited until I got my print job and literally stood and waited for me to approach the steps to leave then she started walking-I walked fast by the time I got to the first floor withing 5 second's her and the security gaurd came down the stair's together and they both looked pissed-then the girl purposely walked all the way around me which was the opposite route to wheir she was goin the bathroom they thought they'd try the event downstair's.

I complained to the security gaurd and left.1/2 hour later another one came up to me and tryed to get my attention at the Post Office,weir I inquireed about some missing evdence I mailed to myself on the 7'th of this month along with another letter/1 letter got their the physical evdence has'nt.

The looking for reason's to alter the tape's I have before I find a attorney to give them to/thru them monitoring my internet activity's which I can prove thru a
reporter I emailed and they pretended to reply in his stead pretending to be him so I'd feel discouraged and quit my effort's of bring this to the public's attention if they get ahold of these tape's they will alter them in since Feburary they since January they have altered 2 tape's then stole them then I hide them at The University of Michigan. They are all over me big time and will not stop until Im Probably dead as a mean's of stopping this from becoming public. So I will say this here to you today Michigan Tax Payer's I emailed the Govenor/I emailed and sent 3 certified letter's to Ms Worthy/I went to the FBI/for the help I deserved in this situation/in turn I wont say it here but as a result of what Im still experiencing EVERY SINGLE DAY I suspect they are aiding and abedding in their only agenda here to keep what happened from surfacing not only to protect Dearborn and the State's image but because a Postal Employee was involved.

They are doing everything to discredit me including petitioning and given me deliberate total bull____diagnosis whic another doctor called total Bull____and know that their method's are'nt working and the fact that Im writing these blogs sending email's to the ACLU-Ms Moss-and looking for a attorney they are all over me.

I dont want to be another Ms Green But a person has to be able to live and breath and be free and all their doing is destroying what's left of my life by trying to contain this situation.

God Bless

4/29/2008 4:30 PM EDT on freep.com
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MichTaxPayer wrote:

What do corrupt police and corrupt public official's use when they cannot openly vilate someone's civil right's-well it depend's on the situation-in my case they tell people lie's wheir I go on my daily routine's to get them to stage accident's so I cannot go back their for my need's and if the need's are important enough "Like Food" "Laundry"then Ill have to go somewheir else-now if you add that with knowing that these corrupt individual's knowing that I dont have a car-then they will deduce what my option's are go somewheir else for these need's but options are limited due to having to take the bus-now veyone know's that a great percentage of people that frequent laundry mat's are either poor or close to it-so we realize as a result if the victim is spinned into going into a district wheir the crime rate is higher because of poverty-than they can stage a incident their so it will not look so obvious-well she was in detroit what do you expect- or she was in ypsilanti what do you expect:then then the appearance of this staged incident will look more like a race thing or because it happened in a high crime area wheir their poverty-then these corrupt individual's stage their own witnesses than here we have it-someone call's the cop's "One of the perpetrator's involved in this staged incident" and then now it will appear that these corrupt cop's have a reason to approach the victim, the corrupt police officer will hear a tailed story so it will appear on a report that they had just cause the victim is arrested thru this whole staged incident and then spinned into further civil right's violation's that will disclose what they want the court's to see in the end that the victim is the problem and that we were only doing our job-Corrupt police officer's including the FBI in this case belive it or not are feverently trying to discredit the victim before this come's to the public's attention and this mean's illegally petitioning her into a phychiarist ward thru staged event's like they already have in Dearborn wheir she is literally given a deliberate false diagnosis to discredit her and protect them-Just to let you know doctor's and hospital's who do this are payed by the government somehow probably thru federal tax break's-if the torture of a Learning Disable white
woman ever hit the public's attention especially because it happened in Dearborn the Home of Henry Ford and the Fact it happened under the Guido Administration who was named Mayor of the Year in Las Vegas-and whier the Dearborn MULTI-MILLION Dollar fine art's and Recreation was just named after him-If the Governor was told of this and Ms Worthy and the harrasmant and intimidation escalated what doe's this tell you-their trying to contain it by containg the victim thru their method's including orchestrated staged events.

The victim has proof and the only thing these people care about literally is concealing this for their own sake and the image of Dearborn and Michigan. I am a person a human being just like you I never did 1 thing to deserve what happened to me and these people responsible are not people they are literally wild animal's who just dont care about what they do period.

If you read this please contact Ms Moss ACLU Director in Detroit I have sent her numerous email's and I have VERY good reason to believe they have been intercepted by these government officials. THANK YOU
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MichTaxPayer wrote:

I am a Learning Disabled Woman-

I was tortured in Dearborn Michigan By the Dearborn Police/and a Dearborn Postal Employee assisted directly in criminal soliciting the event.

I reported this matter to the FBI on July 9th and 11th of 2006-I also reported it to Ms Granholm thru the citizens Assistance feature on the Michigan.gov Website/ 6 time's-the intimidation and harrassment tripled after I emailed the Governor, I also emailed Ms Worthy and Sent her 3 certified letter's telling her what happened-As a mean's to deflect me from the rythm Im trying to keep in writing the timeline of torture which will include the places I was tortured the perpetrator's and their method's of harrassment and intimidation to make me feel powerless and hopeless in reference to reciving justice in this matter/I have been assaulted intimidated/survalled, illegally petitioned into the hospital were I was given a deliberate false diagnosis to discredit me and to protect all of the above mention from future litigation- and it is still going on today the harrassment and intimidation-Ms Green was killed when she reached out they tried to stage a incident thru a attempted assault once again at the Meijer's parking lot in Ypsilanti -right on the outskirts of ANN ARbor wheir I am currently staying while on the run from them-The Ann Arbor police are constantly driving by me to make me feel powerless and intimidated/election's are about to begin this summer and Ms Worthy office "I highly suspect it's her office who is stageing this incident's of assualt/the peopel at meijer's the other day were african American-and they were going to use their freind's as witness's so the police would've had a reason to arrest me and probably petition me/they did this in Dearborn at a farmer Jack and keep the provocation going for the next day and a 1/2 until I walked into a taylor police station to inquire about what kind've help I could get-he lead me into a discussion of what's going on purposely so he could petition me for the dearborn police-I have Proof real Proof I was tortured-and no one-no one is listening/I will not present the proof I have until a reporter or a attorney from the ACLU gets involved because I dont want the police to steal this proof-they have already stolen other audio tape's and part's of written timeline's/they have stolen mail- and things out of envelope's that I mailed to geoffery Fiegar last year-I will bring out what happened to me to the public's attention this spring and fall-Please Contact Ms Moss the Director of the ACLU-I belive alot of teh email's I have been sending her have been intercepted by the Michigan Government-You can Just mention
A Woman Was Tortured In Dearborn Michigan and that I put this on this blog today
4/27/2008 11:05 AM EDT on freep.com
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